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In March 1st

Admission Call

Film-Maker-

s'

Rosse Hall April 4, 5, 6, 7.

Charges are

$5

for the whole

festival, $11.50 for single admission; tickets may be purchased at
the bookstore and through mail to
Box 17,

Gambier.
The festival will have thre3
showings daily: 1:30, 7:30, and
10:30 p.m. The first two will run
about two hours, the third possibly longer. Some films will be
shown more than once.
This is the first festival where
a ticket-holdwill be able to see
every film
submitted.
Three
judges will choose four programs,
made up of the submitted films
each two hours long, which will
be shown one afternoon and one
evening on different days. The
rest will be shown at the late
evening screenings on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday. One invited
will be featured at
the afternoon and early evening
showings each of the four days.
Prize winning
films will be
shown at the 7:30 showing Sunday evening.
Judges will be Carolee Schnee-manpainter, worker in kinetic
sculpture, pioneer of "happenings," and creator of the film
Fves (to be premiered at the
and Gerd Stern, poet,
mixed-medartist,
of
the film "Y," and
one organizer
of USCO,
an avant-gard- e
group
of artists.
er
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The entire question of women's
hours was raised once again last
Tuesday by Campus Senate.
A compromise version of the
recent bill vetoed by President F.
Edward Lund was passed by Senate in the first of two required
sessions. The new bill will come
I
up for final approval next Tuesday.
The new measure, passed in
'V'y
i Jon Boyd two parts to avoid package veto,
DYING WITH A CRASH, ihe historic old Beta rock falls into the calls for Saturday evening hours
until 2 a.m. and Sunday to Friday
Phi Kap hole.
hours until midnight. The request for extended morning hours
was eliminated from the original
proposals.
Little opposition to the measure
was expressed openly in the
meeting. One Senator questioned
the good sense of passing a naw
hours
bill after President Lund
Kenyon's
financial
fortunes Toledo, Sandusky, Detroit, and
stated before vacation he would
have been running hot and cold Pittsburgh anticipated.
prefer to wait until next year to
in recent weeks.
The Mount Vernon campaign reopen
the question.
One of the bright spots in the met with "gratifying success"
In other Senate action, the legFINANCES. Page 6
picture has been the capital funds
islators approved a plan allowing
drive,
with
$1,300,000
raised
faculty members to elect their
toward the $3,000,000 goal.
Senate representatives directly.
Curently, as with all faculty comCampaigns, conducted by committees, faculty Senators are chomittees of alumni and friends, are
sen by the President.
currently being waged in ConOne Senator stated this move
necticut, Akron, Chicago, Cleveshould smooth faculty charges
land, Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton, Boston, New York, Washington-Baltthat their Senators do not repreimore,
sent faculty opinion. He observed
Philadelphia and
Faculty Council approved Mon- that the group will probably be
San Francisco, with campaigns in
day a new plan for Kenyon's more conservative as a result of
physical education program.
The plan will now go to a full
meeting of the faculty for final
approval. In giving the
to the program, faculty council
expressed hope that student reaction would be heard before the
irrevocable final decision.
The program recommends the
Professor Herbert Storing arAlso attending the festival will
following:
rived
yesterday in Gambier to
be several outstanding poets, who
A required one year course in argue the case against civil diswill give readings, listed below,
physical education for freshmen; obedience as the third and final
to benefit the
Press.
That the objectives of the Distinguished
Visitor - in - ResiThe purpose of the festival is course be to persuade freshmen dence of the PACC seminar.
to encourage independent film- of the value of physical condiMr. Storing, associate professor
makers and to provide the audi- tioning to furnish them with rules of political science at the Univerence with a chance to develop an and skills so they can play cer- sity of Chicago, will counter the
appreciation of
tain sports happily, if modestly, views expressed by James Farmer
See PE PROPOSALS, Page 4
and Paul Goodman, the seminar's
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Kenyon Gift Drive
Nets 1.3 Million

ac-S- ee

Fac Council
OK's Proposals
For New PE

Film Fest Today,
Success Projected
third annual
Festival to be held in

4, 1968

Senate Considers,
Repasses Happy Hours

.'

Tickets are currently on sale
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(See Related Article, page 2)
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Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, April

With March 1 as deadline for
admission applications, 325 letters
of acceptance were mailed over
spring vacation.
Final application total as of the
March 1 deadline was 570.
Mr. John D. Kushan, Director
explained
of Admissions,
that
only the first round of acceptances
has gone out and more applicants
are expected later.
Twelve candidates were accepted and confirmed under the Early
Decision Program last December.
A substantial number of applicants indicated Kenyon their first
choice, and are expected to reply
soon. Others will wait until April
15 when most other colleges make
admission decisions.
According to David M White,
Assistant Director of Admissions,
the entering freshman class will
number 235.
Plans are being laid now for
women's admission in the next
class, to enter in September '69
Detailed information will be sent
this summer or fall in answer to
some 100 letters of inquiry that
have been received to this time.
Part of the feminine interest is
credited to an Ohio association of
high school guidance counsellors
and college administrators. White
stated he expected in excess of
150 women will be admitted in
the first class of the new college.
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Pre-Danc-
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Hap"He is a sight: a
pening in
glasses,
World War I Army tunic, orange-an- d
black-stripe- d
pants, drooping
mustache, scraggly goatee, fuzzy-wuzz- y
hairdo. And he is a sound:
a wild, free, singing sound that
assaults the frontiers of jazz. 'My
music,' says Charles Lloyd, 'has
shocks. People need shocks tn
carry them on
shocks on a
glorious level.' " (Time, Feb 3,
one-ma-

steel-rimm-

ed

1967).

Charles Lloyd will come to
Kenyon
before
the weekend
Spring Dance for an 8:30 p.m.
concert in Rosse Hall, Friday the
19th.

Lloyd, Downbeats jazz man of
the year and one of the foremost
jazz composers on the modern
scene, has been called a "sorcerer," "a merchant of ecstasy" and
the music of his group has been
described as "a total experience."
He is one of the few jazzmen of
his generation who really know
See LLOYD, Page 4
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Group Presses
On in Bid for

Frosh Power
Campus Senate is currently
considering a proposed constitution for the establishment of a
Freshman Council.
Elections for this Council will
be held immediately and several
of the new members wjll form
the basis of a committee to revise the orientation program'.
This constitution, drawn up by
a freshman ad hoc committee and
approved by the Student Council
after spring break, specifies a
body designed to work for the
freshman class in the "freshman
complex" context. Its function
will be fourfold:
a) to formulate and express officially freshman views concerning affairs of the College; ,
b) to initiate specific proposals
which will promote the welfare
,

of the College,

its student

See FROSH, Page
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Visitors-in-Residenc-

e.

The PACC emphasizes in its purpose the exchanga
of ideas and exploration of all
sides of an issue.
During his nine days at Kenyon, Prof. Storing will meet four
times with the PACC seminar,
teach several other political science classes, and give a public
address on "Black Power and
Civil Disobedience" in Rosse Hall
this Monday evening.
Prof. Storing has written a
paper for the full-scaPublic
Affairs Conference in May outlining the case against civil disobedience. He has studied and
written about Negro leaders such
as Frederick Douglass, who learned through experience to make
himself part of the political structure. Far from being against the
Negro cause today, Mr. Storing
expresses a profound sympathy
and agreement with the principles
of the Negro struggle, although
he criticizes the methods used. '
According to director Robert
Goldwin, the PACC seminar "has
been remarkably successful. The
papers I have received were very
thoughtful."
Observing that he has 'learned
a great deal about civil disobedience, Mr Goldwin emphasized the
problems of the role of political
leadership, the requirements of
good citizenship, and the obligations of the law in regard to dis
obedience.
Mr. Goldwin favors the style
of teaching
he employs
in
See STORING, Page 2
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Modern Jazzman Charles Lloyd and friends
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Herb Storing Arrives
To Uphold Civility

ad

Pot-Hang- er

Lloyd to Spark

this move, but was optimistic, believing that a more direct confrontation would ultimately bene-'
fit student influence.
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Danger Seen in Static

427-224- 4

Sports Editor
Richard Gelfond
Correspondents:
Foreign
Tom Lifson
James Fine
Photographic Staff
Head, Joe France
Steven Willner
Bill Taggart

Phil

Robert Garland

Rizzo

Copy Editors:
Tom Au, Richard Alper, Stephen Christy, Greg Lenske,
Harold Levy, David Robinson, Ron Smith.

static hostility can be only more
war, more destruction, and more
Muhammed El Farra's uncom- suffering
for both sides. In this
promising talk in Rosse Hall, and
though not attempting to
article,
Avraham Harmon's address of defend the Israeli position, I will
last November, only evidenced try to balance some of the unhis-toricwhat everyone knows already
history that the Jordanian
that neither the Israelis, nor the
presented in his talk.
ambassador
Arabs are willing to budge an
mean that Mr. El
not
does
This
positions.
present
inch from their
The dangers involved in this Farra's presentation was totally

by Richard

Hetten

Glass, Bob Strong, Andy Moffit, Richard Baehr, Steve
Silber, Daniel M. Epstein, Michael Venus, G. Dwight Weith,

Staff:
Robert Maclntyre, Charles Verral, Lyndon Baines Johnson,
Mrs. Emma Peel, Gary Rosenthal, Paul Douglas, Cris
Calhoun, Anthony LoBello, Dave Balfour, Chuck Kenrick,
Tom Baley, Jim Nordberg, Robert Andrews, Andy Bersm,
Richard Brean, Dave Snyder, W. P. Holloway.
Dan Grum
Business
Comptrollers
E. Olsson
Mr. & Mrs. Merrill O. Burns
Carl
Circulation
Joseph L. Lavieri
Gordon Johnson
Advisor
"Wow! That awful ad only ran in the Time midwest edition!
Robert Shaffer, '68
can go back home in the east then!"

I

Rick Kuebler
Rick Kuebler was a unique person. Unique not in the
sense of a creatively, original thinker or theatrical oriented pretender but rather unique in the sense that this person lacked
something which everyone else seemed to possess. Yet by and
through this same lacking, he possessed something more
genuine and clearly more viable than any other person I have
come ,to know. Rick was a person completely void of any
craft or guile. He was someone incapable of being affected.
He was, if the platitude can be ignored, a gentle and simple
and for
person. He liked to have fun and have adventures
him, it took relatively little to achieve contentedness. He was
able to become in unison with all sensations. He liked to think
about things, but would give up his most profound thoughts
if instead he could see, taste and touch.
Those who might only have had a casual acquaintance
with Rick, knew the real, uninhibited joy that was so frequently conveyed in his laughter. Of those who came to know
him well, each tried to believe his friendship was his own personal possession. He was for me and for the rest of his good
friends a type of person incapable of being typed.

Jeff Goldberg
Denzil Hollingworth
Ned Smyth

Storing Visit
Last in PACC
1

discussion
PACC, a
which encourages opening and
changing minds in order to understand more fully the complexities of the topic. He noted that
the quality of class discussion has
greatly improved although it was
high from the beginning.
three-da- y
The
closed
conference on civil disobedience
begins May 3, featuring 24
prominent public figures in journalism, government, and education. There will be efforts to
bring these men into contact with
Kenyon students by means of stu
free-flowi-

full-scal-

ng

e,

dent guides and the visitors' presence at several meals in Peirce
Hall.
Next fall, Prof. Storing will begin a year as visiting Charles
Evans Hughes Professor of Government and Jurisprudence at
Colgate University.
Currently
working on a study of Frederick
Douglass, in the past Mr. Storing
has been awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship, a Rockefeller Foundation research grant, and a Ford
Foundation professorship in government affairs.
Last summer he directed ,a program "From Slavery to Freedom"
at Hampton (Va.) Institute.

William's Flower Shop
1

14 South Main Street

Telephones:

392-207- 6,

392-208- 6

Flowers for all occasions

A. Baehr

al

Contributing Editors:
Jonathan Battle, Jeffrey Fisher, Artur Kosiakowski, Larry
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'PenAfiective

Journal of Student Opinion
Gambier, Ohio 43022

Box 308

COLL

the Editor:
Mr. Kenrick's "letter" in reply
to my Senate article was painfully thorough and perhaps called
for. But Mr. Kenrick misses the
whole point of the article by presenting an alternative attitude
toward Senate as unrealistic as
my own. It was my intention to
arouse some meaningful discussion of Campus Senate in the
wake of its first veto. My description of Senate was therefore critical. I said that Senate was not
legislative, rather than saying
that it was deliberative. I emphasized the fact that Senate
lacked power, rather than the
fact that it is a conglomeration of
powers. This criticism, unfortunately, only aroused the same
tired praise of Senate which is
becoming less and less meaningful to students.
My article was in no way based
on my limited personal contact
with a Senate meeting. The only
evidence I gave for my opinions
was a series of quotes from the
7
which
minutes of Meeting
were in fact written by Mr. Kenrick. But if my credential of being an interested student is not
sufficient, let us look at Mr. Kenrick's credentials. If I am Sopho-morihe is certainly Senioric. If
I am too far away from Senate to
be completely accura.e, he is certainly too close to Senate to have
any real perspective. Senate is
for him a commitment of time,
effort, and prestige.
This is obvious, for Mr. Kenrick argues like a true Senator
in terms of the Constitution and
the Student Handbook. An occasional freshman reads the handbook (before he finds out that
when Hayes "cards" someone, he
is asking for their Cub Scout
membership card) and no one
reads the Constitution.
are interested in
Students
changes in student life. The relationship between the handbook
and student life is real, but usually subtle. The change in IFC
rules to allow high beer at rush
parties merely acknowledges the
fact that several fraternities have
See STRONG, Page 6
To

c,

Essays Solicited
For

GLCA

"Critical and scholarly essays" on general topics in literature are now being solicited
by the English department for
the Denison GLAC conference
on literature, April
Students majoring in any department are invited to submit
essays. The best six will be
chosen April 10th, duplicated,
and mailed to other participants in the conference.
25-2-

Further information

The success of the Film Fesof individual films is
bound up in the attitudes of
the audience. What is needed
willingness to
is openness
set aside preconceptions about
what film looks and sounds
like. It is good to avoid grading films: This was the best,
that was second best, etc. The
films you will see attempt different things and succeed in
different ways. They are all
attempts to create
serious
works of art; as such, they are
intended to be enjoyed.

tival or

Mid-Ea- st
merely that his black
and white formulation of the
sues involved certainly did not do
justice to the complexity of the
inaccurate,

is-

problem in the area.
What seemed oddest about the
Ambassador's appeal was that he
called today for the enforcement
of international law, despite the
fact that his and other Arab
countries have flagrantly violated
it for twenty years. These violations have consisted of threats to
annihilate the state of Israel (in
defiance of article 2 of the charter
of the UN), actual aggression
Israel in 1948 (in defiance
of agreements reached in the UN
for a partition of Palestine), and
constant guerrilla and sabotage
a-ga-

activity directed at Israeli civilians. It is ironic, to say the least,
that Mr. El Farra is now willing
to accept the partition plans of
1947, when if his country had had
that same attitude in 1948, there
would never have been the unfortunate happenings of the past
twenty years.
Jeffrey Fisher
As far as specific history, there
can be no question that Mr.
El Farra's presentation was a disTo the Editor:
tortion of the facts. The Arabs
Regards Time ad, March 29:
were not forced off their land unWe are committed to a wo- der threat of firing
sd by the
men's college, and we hope it will Israelis, after the partition

s.

ed;

.'3-arrang-

be a good thing. This ad raises
doubt. Will the college go second
class (or worse) as it has so
often in the past? The problem
always seems to be money
money to do the job right, to do
it professionally. We can't afford
to go light on this pot.
Jeffrey Fisher '68

To the Editor:
Yes, it's about the Time ad. I
first thought it was about those
wedding and engagement ring
companies.
Which adequately
covers the artwork.
The text was a shock as well.
Modern advertising has discover-edth- e
paradox and how to use it
for effect We haven't. Suppose
the ad began like this: THE
SMALL LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE IS DEAD. Initial reply
The text
would be: Perhaps.
would continue working in Ken-yon- 's
past achievements and contributions. It would draw attention to the ideas which changed
the educational world. Now the
Women's College would be announced. A unique solution. The
prototype of future trends in
This is true enough. To
hell with Harvard and Columbia.
We are doing it, now. It will be
important. Describe briefly the
characteristics of the new college.
Having said all of this it is time
to cash in on the underlying paradox. How? "Our small anachronistic college has a habit
innovation. What a
pity we are dead."
See TIME, Page 6
.

id-catio-

of-educatio-

many left voluntarily.
refugees
Many of the
from the creation of the Jewish
sector of Palestine, were not refugees at all. And most significantly, this partition of Palestine was
approved by the United Nations
(with the Soviet Union's blesso-call-

ed

sing).

It was the Arabs who began
sabotaging plans for the institution of the partition resolution
by border raids and shelling, and
it was the Arabs who finally invaded from three sides the day
the partition went into effect. Mr.
El Farra's statement that Israel
was never willing to accept the
partition, but from the beginning
had her eyes pointed to the Nile
and the Euphrates, certainly is
not evidenced in the events ci
1948. What land Israel acquired in
Page 6
See
EL-FARR-

A,

Idas

n.
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FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

6.

is avail-

able from Robert Daniel, chairman of the English department.
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-GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people.
Summer and year 'round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For
illustrated magazine with complete details and applications
send $1.00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS),
133, rue Hotel des Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.
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Albee Opens

Tonight at Hill

Under the collective title "Albee Times Two" the Kenyon
drama department will present
the two short plays that first
brought success to playwright
Edward Albee.
"The Sandbox" and "The Zoo
Story" are scheduled for a two-nigrun on April 5 and 6 at
8:30 p.m. at the Hill Theatre.
Director of the twin bill is Michael Johnston.
Featured in the cast of seven
are two Mt Vernon area ladies,
Lillian Chard and Nadene Strome.
Miss Chard will play "Grandma"
portrays
Mrs. Strome
while
"Mommy." Both are characters in
"The Sandbox."
Edward Albee firmly established his reputation as America's
most important new name in
contemporary drama with the
successful stage and movie version of "Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?" The film edition starred
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard
ht

Burton.

Before the success of "Virginia
Woolf' Albee had to travel to
Berlin to see the first production
of "The Zoo Story." Since its 1960
premiere, "The Zoo Story" has
had at least four professional revivals in New York, often on a
double bill with "The Sandbox."
Also in the local "Albee Times
Two" cast are David Robinson
who appeared earlier in the season in "The Caretaker," Eric
Glandbard who played Tybalt in
"Romeo and Juliet," Kenneth
Baldridge who acted in the recent
"Of Mice and Men," and Dan
Epstein, the editor of the campus
magazine "Hika." Gregory Ott is
the muscian.
"Albee Times Two" is the final
production in the "Drama 200"
series of plays directed by drama
department seniors. The series
takes its name from the title of a
course required of all majors in
the drama department, "Drama
200: Senior Seminar" taught this
year by Kenyon faculty member
James Patterson. "Don Juan in
Hell" and "Of Mice and Men"
were presented earlier in the
season as part of this series.
Tickets for the Albee twin bill
are available by calling the Kenyon drama department,
or at the Hill Theatre Box Office
427-224- 4,

KENYON COLLEGIAN

Page
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Security Council Rhetoric

Arab Envoy Addresses Rosse Group

by Richard A. Baehr
solved, and that his remarks had from the audience. In reponse to
one hour before performance time
permanent
Jordan's
representa- contributed to that understanding. a question that challenged the
on the night of production. TickAfter a fifteen minute propa- Ambassador's remark that the
tive
to
United
the
Nations,
ets are priced considerably lower
ganda
film was shown, Mr. El June War was not a result of
Muhammed
El Farra, addressed
than the Dramatic Club's major
Farra proceeded to take questions
See ARAB, Page 6
a
considerably
less
than
capacity
season.
crowd in Rosse Hall, on the evening of March 6.
The Ambassador called for an
understanding of the facts and issues involved in the continuing
Middle East crises, which he said
i
was largely not present in America, as a result of the propaganda
of the Zionist movement in this
country. Mr. El Farra proceeded
by Richard Alper
treat from hostile strangers; al- -'
to give his version of the facts
ways animated by the vision of
Director Bill Cumming has
and issues involved.
caring for rabbits on their own
The history of the Middle East done an excellent job in develop- farm. Lenny's facial expression
ing novice actor talent and the
has been one of injustices to
theme of loneliness in Stein- and voice inflection combined
Arabs; first the Ottoman Empire,
convincingly. He stared trustingly
then the British and French colo beck's play, "Of Mice and Men." at George and he delighted in
Eric Glandbard as
The play ran March 1, 2 in the
nization, and finally the American
Jerry of the Zoo.
Kill Theatre and was the second Curly's wife's beauty. Describing
backed Israeli aggressions. The
the vision of his farm he looked
Zionist movement and its expan- in the Drama 200 series.
outside. He portrayed a beautiGeorge, played by Peter Allen, ful childish vision
sionist policies (occupy all land
in both scenes.
between the Nile and the Euphra- was a patient,
Lenny's head and posture were
parent to Lenny. The connection always
tes) first took effect in 1947-4his dic-when the United Nations sup- between Lenny and George was tion was good even as he stutterported the displacing of Arab more studied than those between ed in Lenny-styl- e.
by Harold A. Levy
A newcomer
George to the stage, Wallace has interpeoples to build a Jewish state in the other characters.
Mr. A. Denis Baly, of the ReliThe economic and would always bear in as he dis- preted his part well and performgion Department, is currently at Palestine.
political support of the United ciplined and instructed Lenny. ed it With surprising theatric agilwork on a Biblical atlas which States
was crucial to the Zionists He did project the feeling of ity. His success must be attributed
will be published next year.
in this period, as without it, the scorn with love toward Lenny. to close work with Peter Allen
The book, Atlas of the Biblical injustice
to and Bill Cumming and undeveladmonitions
of driving 94
of the But George's
World, is the result of the com- people
off their lands, could not Lenny only adequately reflected oped ability in dramatics.
bined efforts of several British,
his feelings. George's voice was
have been committed.
Kurt Lorenz, as Candy and
Canadian, and American scholars,
1967,
In
Israel, in an attempt to always prodding either in a stern Ed Pope as Crooks developed ilheaded by Mr. Baly. Unlike make more room
for Jewish im- or gentle tone. This inflection is lustrated despair and alienation
previous atlases, which have been
migrants committed aggression of course appropriate for paternal from themselves and their felwritten primarily by Old Testa- (as it did in 1956), invading advice, but it carried over into all lows. Crook because
he was Nement scholars and contain "seri- Egypt,
and Syria. The de- their discussions. Did Steinbeck gro, Candy because he was apJordan
ous mistakes," the new atlas will
structive and immoral ideology intend such a paternal George or proaching
Candy
retirement.
combine the knowledge of both
up a tough, canny exterior
that was successful in the June was it a more buddy-budd- y,
built
archaeologist and geographers.
to protect himself and his fears
war
that a Jew, because he is egaliterian relationship.
In drawing the-- . maps for the a Jew, can displace
George's delivery and projec- from outsiders. Crooks scorns the
an Arab, was
atlas, Baly has started completely called by
Mr. El Farra, only the tion is calm. There is a sense of ranch hands openly, to counter
from scratch in order to insure first battle,
betheir habitual scorn for him.
and not the war. wisdom and
accuracy. In addition, the atlas Though
Uni:ed Nations failed hind his restraint. George was Each then has a shield from
the
will include data and maps on the to punish
toward everyday events so they cannot be
the aggressor and re- properly antagonistic
entire Middle East region. To this store capture territory to its Curly. One could feel the im- hurt emotionally. They jealously
end, several specialized scholars rightful owner,
international law mediate friction between the two. strike out at illegitimate hopes
have contributed their scholarand justice are on the Arab side Curly succeeded in his principle among their fellows as they
ship: Michael Gough on Turkey today according to
the ambassa- function. He reflected the resent- search painfully for a valid hope
David Oates on Mesopotamia, dor.
ment of his men and retaliated for themselves.
Kathleen Kenyon on the Levant
The June Wax ,was not a result in a typically punkish tirade.
Carrie Villes portrays a cheap,
(Israel and Lebanon), and Rich- of Arab provocation,
flirtatious
girl with disappointed
of Zionbut
Bob
Wallace,
Lenny,
as
projecard Frye on Persia.
ist planning, and this is evidenced ted depending and childish sensi- hopes. She seems realistic in
Mr. Baly, on account of his by a 1963 statement of an
Israeli tivity. Intuitively, he would re- See DRAMA 200, Page 6
experience in
extensive first-han- d
statesman, mat tne armistice
Israel, is contributing his knowldo not fulfill the needs
edge of the environmental condi- of the Jewish people.
You
tions in the area: climate, vegeThe war was lost by the Arabs
etc.
landscape
tation,
because they lost air cover. SurSee BALY. Page 4
prise massive air raids initiated
the war, and these raids were followed by the indiscriminate drop
ping of U.S. napalm bombs on
civilian populations
including
clearly marked churches. Today
Israeli bulldozers are destroying
Moslem shrines in the old city of
Jerusalem. The ambassador asked
freshman Tom Kirk. He is now at this point, how
is possible
proud owner of a tuneless grand for anyone to make it a statement
of
were
piano. Yet some goods
such as the one Vice President
interesting quality and attracted Humphrey made
that Israel is
'
Ohio.
4
antique buyers from central
our sister democracy, and then
There were enough clothes, wonder why the Arab nations are
clocks, books, plants, decorations incensed at America. Guilt by
III
and T.V.s available to start a new association was the necessary rewomen's college. Unfortunately sult of our complicity with
Israel
the (administration did not take in throwing Arabs out of
their
advantage of this opportunity.
lands, and destroying their counMost successful, however, were tries.
No, Not Everything Has Changed . . .
the Singers themselves. They had
Again, the Ambassador repeathoped to raise $1000, and ended
that the humiliation of the
Like her mother before her, she's looking forward to the challenge and stimulation of a
up making $1623. In preparation ed
fine women's education after she's left high school.
for their European tour the Sing- June war, and of the million
A new women's coordinate college will open at Kenyon College in September,
refugees subject to Is1969.
(In different forms. Harvard and Radcliffe have a coordinate arrangement,
ers have earned $4640, almost $110 Jordanian
as do Columbia
was
domination,
only
raeli
the
and
Barnard.) Ours will be unique; we're starting from the ground up to create a women's
per man. Obviously, this money
college that will parallel our noted men's school.
puts them much more closer to first round, and the Arabs will
Our plan establishes a separate environment for women, with full participation in our
not
Mr.
El
surrender.
Farra
made
the departure date of June 5. And
academic life. We think it offers distinct advantages to women who are serious about
rea
comparison
US
between
the
college
education.
Paris,
to
they're going straight
sponse to Pearl Harbor, and the
about kenyon college: We're a smalt about 800 men in residence),
in
with all that money.
1824) libera! arts college in the rural town of Gambier, Ohio. If you're not familiar with
Arab reaction to the June fiasco.
our academic reputation, two facts will illustrate: For the last 20 years, Kenyon has
The Arabs have faith in their
ranked fifth in the nation in percentage of graduates receiving sought-afte- r
Woodrow
Wilson Fellowships. And, we initiated the famous and highly successful Advanced
legitimate rights. The Arab cause
Barncord Shoe Repair
Placement Program for high school graduates.
was one of justice; the Hitler
If you have children approaching college age, you'll be
interested in
Soling and Heeling
tactics of the Israelis can not for
what we mean by "liberal arts." A Kenyon student is provided
in his chosen specialty, against an encompassing backchallenges
long prevail in light of this.
ground of the intellectual and social values which will finally determine
37 Public Square
and support his personal success.
The Ambassador concluded by
Mount Vernon
stating that he hoped that with
If you'd like more detailed information about Kenyon College, end its new coordinate
women's college,
we'd like to send you e booklet. "Liberal Education for the Future." Sand your request to Admissions Office,
understanding, problems could be
Kenyon College. Gambier. Ohio. 43022.
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Want Your Sister to Attend
This College?

Auction Shatters

Sunday Peace
by G. Dwighi Weith

Alas, Rosse Hall will never recover from the Kenyon Singers

auction held last Sunday.
For six hours professional auctioneer Tom Wilson of Mount
Vernon rid Kenyon College of
tons of antiques
(junk). And
still some bargains remained, like
two

thousand plastic flasks. The
that flooded old Rosse Hall
we donated by kindly Mount
Vernon merchants, alumni, fac-u'tand students who had just
completed Spring Cleaning.
Freshman Chuck Burton bid and
wn the most controversial item
f the
auction, a Nazi uniform,
for the low,
low price of twenty-jou- r
dollars. Ending up with the
kmon of the entire day was
items

y,
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Editorial

Tennis and Track
Conditions Intolerable
What seems to be a complete lack of foresight on the part
of Kenyon's maintenance department has caused an unacceptable position for both the tennis and outdoor track teams.
The tennis team has been unable to practice together
outdoors because the resurfacing materials for the courts have
not arrived yet.
The track team has not had a home meet in two years
because of a lack of proper facilities.
Maintenance claims that they ordered the materials for
the tennis courts 5 weeks ago. However, the materials are
one week late and ,we can only wonder why the order was not
put in early enough to allow for such a delay.
The ultimate answer for the tennis courts may well lie in
the need for hard top courts. If these had been built earlier
the extra money spent in maintenance might by now have
paid for the original added investment Add to this the fact
that hard top courts are easy ,to condition and could be used
both much earlier and much later during the year.
Perhaps more courts could be huilt, to allow for use by
the soon to be increased student body. It is uncanny that a
school of 800 (soon to be 1100) has only 4 tennis courts.
The situation for the track team seems to be nothing less
than absurd. Maintenance has been trying to scrape down and
roll the track This attempt to fix the track is absolutely futile
as the Tesults have not even sufficed for one day's practice.
Furthermore, the track that maintenance has produced is, because of its defects, quite dangerous for our trackmen.
There are two meets scheduled for this spring in track.
However, as things stand now, the possibility of holding them
is quite dubious. The ultimate, if not only, solution to the
problem of an outdoor track lies jn a rubberized asphalt track.
Rubberized asphalt eliminates drainage problems, is easy
to maintain, is easy to install, and once again would probably
pay for itself in several years. An obvious advantage is that if
we had a .reliable, usable outdoor track we would then be
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Howard

Davii

John Rinka. Kenyon's answer to Elgin Baylor, set seven Ohio Conference scoring
records. The winner of the conference's MVP Award, John is now trying out for
the United States Olympic squad. Rinka was named to a second team Little
berth.
All-Americ-

an

able to have a full schedule of home meets. Most significantly,
an asphalt track is cushioned for falls, has even running levels,
R.B.G.
and as a result is far safer.

Tv

Lacrosse Subdues
Michigan State U
by Roberi Andrews
Kenyon's lacrosse team emerged victorious this week in their
first outing of the year as they
defeated Michigan State
Although the attack was rather
slow at times, the overall team
was one which
performance
merited a victory, especially
when one remembers that this
was the Lords first outing, as
scrimthey had no
mages.
The Lords broke into the scor- -

column early in the first
quarter while a brush fire
threatened the field. It looked
ing

like it was going to be an easy
victory for Kenyon, as they
lead.
jumped off to a
Michigan State, however, was
able to close the gap and tied up
the score.
This was the story of the en
tire game as the Lords would
pull ahead by one, only to have
Michigan tie it up again, al
though they were never able to
wrestle the lead from Kenyon. It
wasn't until late in the fourth
quarter that two quick Kenyon
goals put the game on ice.
Continued from Page 1
One especially impressive perand to have them particupate formance was that of Jim Peace,
regularly and energetically, not freshman goalie, who showed a
to reach goals of endurance or great deal of promise, especially
situations.
in
distance;
That no more than three
absenses per quarter be
allowed, with automatic failure
the consequence of overcutting;
Continued from Page 3
That up to two quarters of
atlas, which will contain 43
The
credit be allowed for participaaccompanying descripmaps
with
varsity
athletics.
in
tion
tions, plus extra chapters of textual material, will make use of
satellite photography and will
take into consideration recent
Continued from page 1
archaeological discoveries. Many
what they want to do and how to of the photographs which Mr.
Baly took in Israel are included
do it, according to Downbeat.
Following Lloyd on the dance in the atlas.
weekend billing, the Paul
Hopefully, the new atlas will
Blues Band has been as- be published next summer. After
sured for a performance here. Mr. Baly finishes work on this
Butterfield, one of the solidly project, he plans to write a book
established jazz troupes, will be on Elijah and Elisha, as one of a
followed in the Saturday night series of introductory books on
performance by the -Cotton the Old Testament for college
Blues Band.
students.
7-- 5.
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The basketball wizardry of John Dunlop ,was recognized this year with an
first team berth. John averaged 24.3 and set a new conference Free
throw percentage mark ,of 88.6. His Held goal percentage was an excellent

All-Conferen- ce

52.
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Lords Dominate Hardcourt
by Ron Smith

It was the Year of the Lord on
the Ohio Conference baskeiball
calendar.

first dn the nation in the last
category.
The individual
performances
were equally outstanding. John
Rinka, with two seasons to go,
has placed himself among the top
players in conference history. His
name entered the record book
with such items as points scored,
average (31.8), field goals scored,
and single game performance

Through Kenyon did not win
or toureither the regular-seaso- n
nament championship, this was a
team that will be remembered for
a long time. No club in recent
years managed to dominate tha
conference statistics as Kenyon (55).
The top eight scoring marks
did this year.
of the year went to Kenyon men.
As Coach Bob Harrison reSeven are Rinka's. He was
marked, "It's a real shame the
by being the top vote-gettaccident with the bleachers cost
in the
balus the championship." Few things loting,
and by carrying away the
sideother than natural calamities
Mike Gregory Most Valuable
tracked the Lords, who finished Player Award
for the conference.
18th among small colleges in the
Rinka was named to the Little
final wire service polls. Their
second unit. Awardrecord of 23-- 5 stood head and ed an Olympic tryout,
he survived
shoulders above the rest of the the first cut and is with
the squad
league.
at Butler University, Indiana.
Kenyon topped tha circuit in
But the team was no one-ma- n
points scored, free throw percentashow. The excellence of John
ge, rebounds, and scoring margi- Dunlop was recognized with an
n. The Lords' average margin of
first team berth.
victory was 17.0, to second-plac- e
Dunlop, perhaps the best number
two scorer in the country (24.3),
Denison's 7.9. The team set conference records in total points, set a new conference free throw
average (98.6), shots attempted, standard with an 88.67r mark. Ha
shots made, free throws made, also ranked in the top five from
and free throw percentage, being the floor with a 52
accuracy.
ra-ward- ed

er

all-confere-

All-Ameri-

nce

ca

All-Conferen- ce

Team Captain Dick Fox paced
the league off the boards with
15.1 rebounds per game. He and
Dunlop turned in superb defensive work game after game. Center
Kit Marty had the league's top
rebounding effort with 30 grabs,
but Fox came up with the next
five best performances.
Terry Parmelee, the team's
other senior, played on bad legs
all year but placed high in all
categories
rebounding well,
scoring, hitting free throws. The
talent, experience, and leadership
of Parmelee and Fox will be hard
to replace.
This season was significant not
only in itself but in its promise
of things to come. Rinka and
Dunlop will be back to continua
their wizardry. Kit Marty came
into his own as a fine performer
Seven-footin the forecourt.
i.arry Finstrom's improvement
was spectacular in the late stages.
There is a wealth of talent for
Kenyon students and fans to support next season.
Coach Harrison calls this team
"the finest I ever coached," and
it is obvious the school has never
seen a better one. The league will
be justifiably wary of the Lords
next year.
er

Tennis
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by

W. P. Holloway
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by Dave Balfour
Several of the Kenyon wrestlers grappled on Hiram mats in
the conference tournament on
March 1 and 2. Although the
Lords were up against the best
in the conference, they did win
several matches and there were
close decisions in others.
At 115, Mark Smith (5-drew
of Hiram and
Patterson (7-lost by a fall at 6:01 of his
match. In the consolation round,
of
Smitty lost to Skrotbot (7-Capital. At 123, Tom Aberant
(4-7
decision to
lost a
Youngen of Muskingum. John
at 137,
lost by a fall at 3:44 to Burrows
(1-of Oberlin.
Rick Greiser, at 145, decisioned
an
Youngblood of Heidelberg
opponent he pinned in a prior
match. Then Grie beat Leffing-wel- l
of Denison 1 to reach the
of
semifinals with Bird
Wesleyan. Greis lost to Bird
It is significant to note that
Rich drew both with Bird and the
eventual champion Carter of
Capital in earlier matches. Greis
2)

0)

1)

9--

5)

Friis-Mikkels- en

(2-4-1-

4)

5--

2--

2--

1--

Mount Vernon

The Alcove

Offset Printing
Letterpress Printing

Mount Vernon

397-610- 6

2,

2--

(7-2--

1)

5--

2.

then wrestled
off with Tyla
of Hiram and lost a decision,
gaining 4th in the conference. At
152, Gary Nave
lost a 4
decision to Brady
of
Wooster.
Fred Llewellyn
at 160,
decisioned McClester (4-of
Muskingum by a 2 count. Fred
then lost to Black of Wooster by
a 3 decision. Rick Davenport, at
167, drew a tough seed also in an
early match and lost.
Looking ahead to next year,
there will be many holes to fill
through graduation and transfers.
The Lord
Nave and
Greiser both go and they will be
sorely missed. Also seniors Ed
Gaines, George Johnston, Barry
Buckhardt will be gone.
Mark Smith and John
probably will go abroad
next year. This leaves Llewellyn
at 160, Davenport at 167, and Ed
Lentz and Rick Vorde at 177 and
191.
Tom Aberant jand Doug
Vogeler at 123 and 130 will be
back along with Andy Hill who
should be ready for full time
duty by next year.
(5-3--

7--

1)

(1-3--

(6-2-1-

2)

),

2)

4--

co-capta- ins

Friis-Mikkels-

en

7th in a field of 87 of the nation's
finest college swimming teams.
With all but two lettermen returning next year, the prospects
are already looking good. There
Hale
is no doubt that
and Hutchinson will be missed,
but with a little bit of luck the
prospects will be
new pre-froable to replace them.
ns

sh
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Finally the medley relay team
turned in a 6th place time to give
the Lords an overall standing of

co-captai-

n

the

n"

co-capta- ins

!)

the
ing

-2

with a third in the 200 fly, and
Witner and Cowen with a 1 and
7 in the 50 free. In the 200 back,
Hale and Hutchinson
teamed up for 5 and 6.
Witner and Howard
took
second and fourth in the 200 free,
against surprising competition.
The combination of Koller, Kalmbach, and Frank took 1, 4, and 5
in the 200 breast.
Hutch took 2 in the 200 I.M.,
which set the stage for the 500

K- -

is!

2,

1-

o. 9

4--

free. Bill Howard proved that he
was a champion, by cutting more
the than 7 full
and
This past March
seconds from his best
Kenyon Mermen
traveled to time to win with a record setting
OAC
Granville, Ohio for the
5:10.6.
swimming championships where
Then the Kenyon 400 free relay
they registered a smashing vicput in an amazing performance,
tory.
breaking their old record by
Friday night started out with more than a second to easily outDoug Neff and Doug Hutchinson distance all other opponents
taking 5 and 6 in the 100 butterfThe Lords sacrificed
ly. Then Witner and Cowen took
their
1 and 5 in the 100 freestyle, and vacation to stay at school and
in prime for the NCAA College NaKoller and Kalmbach took
the 100 breaststroke.
tionals, held at Emory, Georgia.
In the backstroke Hale put in
In the first day, Doug Neff
a good performance for 9. In the placed 9 in the 200 fly, with his
1000 free, Howard, Walther, and best time. Koller came through
Bell took 2, 4, and 5.
with a second in the 100, swimGregg Offenberger
repeated ming beautifully, with Kalmbach
this year as OAC champion, Mark taking a close third.
Raymen taking a 7 against stiff
The 400 free relay team facing
competition.
competition that exceeded any
The 400 Medley relay took first they had experienced the previeasily, breaking their own previ- ous year, swam a better time than
ous record by four seconds. The they had last year and placed 11.
standings at the end of the first Then Neff took another 8 in the
night found Kenyon in the lead 100 fly, swimming another "best-seasowith 231 points, 90 ahead of
time. Koller and Kalm-bac- k
second place Oberlin.
took 2 and 9 in the 200
On Saturday Neff started off breast.

Newark Road

Telephone

),

1

Kenyon was hampered by lack
of practice.
The home courts
haven't been put into shape yet so
the team must go into Mount
Vernon to practice. On the other
hand the Ohio University team
went on a Southern tour and was
:
able to play almost every day so
,
.
...
Tom Au
' t
they were in very good shape for Top Freshman sprinter Jim Fackler competing in OAC
the match.
Four of the first six players
from last year were lost by
graduation.
However, this year
there are many freshmen out for
the team. Coach Harrison played
three of these newcomers in the
match.
They
Dave
included
Johnston at
2 position, Pete
Gregg
The other
by William M. Lokey
Norling at 4, and Henry Mantell
strong
Kenyon's
be
Johnson
will
at
5. The coach said that this
After finishing the indoor seaorder could change as he has only son with a 6 record, the Ken- point in the sprints. Rusty Tuver-so- n
should help in the middle
seen the team play for about a
yon trackmen placed 9th in the
distances,
and Mitch Sosis will be
week.
Deni-soOhio conference meet at
the distances.
running
in
Scores:
Kenyon
be strong in the
will
KC
OU
Art Hensley, jumping with a
Stewart
6
Modell
pulled muscle, placed third in the pole vault with David Yamauchi
Johnston
high jump, and Gregg Johnson and Pierce Scranton. Freshman
Adams
Revo
6
Strait
finished in third place in the Pete Galier will add depth to the
Norling
6
Burley
300 yd. dash. Other scorers were hurdles. Bill Lokey will be aimMantell
6
Hamm
our 880 relay team and David ing for the school discus record
which he missed by one half of
Becker
6
Paxton
Yamauchi in the pole vault.
season, the an inch last year.
outdoor
For
the
Doubles
The first dual meet is this SatLords are again fielding a small
Stewart, Johnston
strong point of the urday at Marietta. Work is finally
team.
The
Madell, Adams
6
Kenyon attack will again be Art being done on Kenyon's track
Revo, Lowrey
Hensley. He will score in the and it is hoped that there will be
Strait, Paxton
6
high
jump, broad jump, and the some home meets this year. KenNorling, Mantell
"Octo's" strong point yon has been on the road for the
hurdles.
Sherman, Carpenter
6
however is the triple jump. He last two years for every meet,
placed eighth in the NCAA col- and it is encouraging to see that
lege division championships last many of the men on the team
year, and is working toward an have stayed out under these circumstances.
even better record this year.
PRINTING ARTS
PRESS
2-- 6,

Grapplers Vie
In O.C. Tourny

by Thomas Baley

at Athens

1--

5

Swimmers Register
Smashing Victory

In a very disappointing opening
match the tennis team lost to
Ohio
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Continued from page

2

with Israel. It is most lamentable,
that Jordan, which has suffered
more than all the other countries
combined as a result of the tragremains
edy in the Middle East
obdurate in refusing to negotiate
face to face with Israel.

1948-4- 9
on top of partition Israel,
was a result only of the senseless
and belligerent policy of her Arab
who for not the first
neighbors
lured Israel into a war,
time
and then suffered the consequences of Israel's powerful war
machine cutting Arab forces to
pieces.
Continued from page 3
Though it is apparent, that Isin light of:
rael moved into Sinai in 1956, a Arab provocation
strong case can be made that Arab mobilization, military pacts
Arab provocation forced Israel's among the Arab nations, and the
hand. Israel's agreeing to pull her blockading of the Gulf of Aqaba,
forces out of Sinai in 1957, was Mr. El Farra answered that Isnot, as the Ambassador would raeli mobilization on the Syrian
a result of border ignited the Arab defensive
have us believe
American pressure, but came only moves, and the Arabs had offered
after Israel had received assur- to take the question of the block
ance from both the USA and the ading of the Gulf to the World
USSR, that her maritime rights Court, but Israel refused.
through the Strait of Tiran would
Another question asked why
be protected by these two super- there was need for a continuing
powers.
arms race in the Middle East. The
Where Mr. El Farra's reasoning Ambassador's answer was that
was spottiest, was in re: the con- there was certainly no justificaditions leading up to the June tion for arming an aggressor, and
war of 1967. The Ambassador said if the catpured lands were re
the initial action that called forth turned a balance of power would
the Arab defensive reaction was be restored in the area.
ithe Israeli mobilization on the
A question that drew a lengthy
Syrian border. But unfortunately, response from Mr. El Farra conMr. El Farra did not look back cerned what the prerequisites
far enough. Israel's mobilization were for lasting peace in the Mid
on her frontiers with Syria was dle East, and if the withdrawal
in response to the continued of Israeli forces from occupied
Syrian harassment along that bor- territory would be enough. The
der, that had built up in intensity Ambassador responded first that p.
in April and May of 1967. Charac- return of the captured territories
terization of all of the following was not a precondition, but a
1) demanding the United Nalegitimate right in light of intertions Emergency Force withdraw national law. The need, though,
from the Gaza Strip, 2) mobilizawas for a change of heart on the
tion in Syria, Jordan, Egypt, and part of the Israelis. Mr. El Farra
Iraq, 3) sending of 100,000 troops pleaded that the Arabs did not
into Sinai and up to the Israeli mind having Jews in their area,
border, 4) blockading of the Gulf but did mind an expansionist
of Aqaba to Israeli shipping, 5) Israel that sought to displace
military pacts signed between Arabs.
Jordan and Egypt, and Syria and
The Arab states, at least
Egypt, as merely a defensive reaction is obviously either naive or Jordan anyway, are willing to
incredibly prejudiced. Certainly, recognize the Lausanne agreethe official statements emanating ments, which were arranged in
out of Arab capitals in the pre- 1949 by Dr. Ralph Bunche, Arab
and an Israeli
war period, that had the disgust- representatives,
agreements,
diplomat-Etan- .
These
people
a
genocide
of
ing smell of
and a nation, could not be classi- (which called for a solution similar to the original partition plans)
fied as wholly defensive.
were rejected by the Israeli parNow that the war is over (or liament (the Knesset), which
the battle is over), it is remark- denied Etan's authority to negoable that Mr. El Farra can de tiate for his country.
mand that Israel must negotiate
The final question of the night
on Arab terms to achieve a peace
asked
what the status of Israel
This
area.
the
in
ful settlement
attitude almost assures another would be today, had the Arabs
war. It is apparent that the Arabs won the war. Here, the Ambassador attempted to tell his audience
have not learned from history
they continue to go on repeating that the Arabs are not out to
the same mistakes of the past eliminate Israel, just the present
twenty years in their dealings solution.

Arab

Time

Continued from page 2
This is not so very different
from what was said. It is more
effective and it avoids several
mistakes in the Time ad. Ken-yon- 's
pitch for the future begins,
"Like her mother before her,
she's looking forward to the challenge and stimulation of a fine
women's education after she's
left high school." There are all
too many false assumptions here.
Mother went to College? She
wasn't looking for a husband?
Will a "fine" education be challenging? If she does look forward
to her education, will she notice
that Kenyon relies on the past to
sell her on her future schooling?
We know what was meant, but it
wasn't said effectively, nor was
it necessarily the best approacn.
And this leads to the last observation. A college reveals it

Har-courtCh-

John Owen

one-quart- er

Continued from Page
body, and particularly the freshman class;
c) to act as a channel through
which information about campus
current proposals,
government,
and activities of general interest
will be disseminated to the freshman class;
d) to assist and supervise the
functioning of freshman activities,
enterprises, and social events.
constitution
proposed
The
specifies a Council of nine, consisting of one elected representative from each floor of Lewis,
Gund, and Norton and from the
freshmen in Watson, plus the noni
voting President of the Student
Council and a resident adviser.
Replacing the inadequate office of
President of the freshman class
is the Chairman of this Council,
who will sit on the Student Coun
cil in his place. In addition the
Council shall have an observer on
the Senate.
One key section is the clause
"The Council shall
beeinnine:
o
o
maintain a treasury, the annual

self in the style and intelligence
of all that represents it Several
readings of the last sentence (A
Kenyon student , . .) revealed
neither style nor intelligence. The
overriding impression is that we
have no idea what a Kenyon student is, let alone what a
student might be. We
can write this ad off. It's a passing thing. The Women's College
will not pass away, it will say
hello every morning for decades.
I'll say the ad is an unfortunate
mistake. I wonder, we all wonder, if it is not a mistake, if it
is Kenyon's triumphant message
for the future, if its style is the
future style. And all of this is
about whether we are the last of
Kenyon's goodly race. Because if
we miss many more opportunities
to set it all right, to get the thing
on an intelligent level, we may
be just that.
ase

'68

of which snail
of the Orientatotal
tion Fee." This is seen as essent
ial if the Council is to function
effectively in assisting various
activities and social events.
The need for some form of
became
organization
freshman
strongly apparent at a meeting
held by ,the Senate in Gund
Lounge in late February. At that
time many freshmen proclaimed
their lack of knowledge of social
and cultural affairs of the Hill,
and professed complete ignorance
of the workings of campus government. Coupled with this was
sharp criticism of the office of
Freshman President, and a feel
ing of general inability to deal
with the problems peculiar to the
freshman class.
Elections for the Council will
be held Monday night. Copies of
the proposed constitution, with
election details, are available in
the freshman dormitories. One of
the first duties of the new committee will be to work with and
a permanent committee
on
created to formulate the policy
lines of Freshman Orientation.
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Fund Loss Hurts
College Planning
Continued from page
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cording to William Prince,
Consultant to the College. $228,000 has been raised
with another $30,000 expected.
Prince called the drive "an indication of high regard by the
community" and of "considerable
faith in Kenyon."
Also surprisingly successful
was the campaign among faculty
members. With $42,000 raised,
administrators have given solid
and faculty 87 per cent to this
time. Paul Titus, director of the
faculty campaign, said "there are
very few who have not pledged
something," and pointed out several donations in excess of $1000,
including two of over $3000.
The College has suffered one
major setback, however, in its
bid for federal funding.
The Housing and Urban De(HUD)
velopment Commission
funds were released in
making them available to Kenyon
application, but a reduction in
funding forced the Commission to
reduce its maximum loan from $3
million to $2 million.
This reduction means the College will more than likely have
to look elsewhere for funds to
build its dining commons. The
reduced loan will cover only in
itial dormitories.
Several alternatives have presented themselves. First is the
everpresent possibility of private
financing, which would involve
some two per cent extra interest
rates which the College has considered unrealistic in the past.
Another possibility lies in the
end of fiscal 1968 on June 30. It
is possible the College will land
its first $2 million package in
fiscal 1968, and then apply again
in fiscal 1969 for the remainder,
Fund-Raisin-

g
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Strong
Continued from page 2
been serving high beer for several years. When the Drug Committee finishes its work, there
will be a reasonable statement
about drug use on campus in the
handbook. But I sincerely doubt
if it will produce any change in
the number of drug users or their
treatment by the administration.
In terms of changes in the
handbook and Constitution, Senate has passed significant legislation. In terms of student life, its
work has been (while perhaps
not trivial) significant to a lesser
extent that Mr. Kenrick would
have us believe. In essentials Mr.
Kenrick and I agree I recognize
that Senate is deliberative, I recognize that its work is not without meaning.
The difference then is in attitude. Too much criticism, in all
probability, endangers the orderly
function of Senate. But too much
praise creates expectations that
cannot be fulfilled. Many schools
have loud student councils that
are perpetually shot down and
shut up by seemingly wicked adAt Kenyon the
ministrations.
same tentions between faculty
administration and students are
resolved in Senate. Where the
administration's commitments to
trustees, alumni, and the general
public are involved student proposals can be toned down or defeated as is the case in any college government. Here, however,
it is done quietly, reasonably, an!
peculiarly effective form of students realizing that Senate is a
with a minimum of conflict. Student government, but not a peculiarly powerful one are best prepared to form healthy attitudes.

hoping for quick action.
Still another possibility would
be landing funds for the quarter
of the building designated for a
library from the Title I and III
programs currently funding the
biology building.
In any case, it does not now appear possible that any buildings
on the women's campus will be
completed in time for the Sep(As for the Film Society protember 1969 opening. Accordingly plans have been submitted to posal which Senate handled so
the President to admit a substant- expeditiously. It may appear that
ial number of women using I am a hypocrite. In fact,
happens to be my most
temporary housing and dining
quality.)
facilities. Details will be released
Bob Strong '70
some time in early May.
hypo-cric-
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Drama 200 Performance
Worthy of Steinbeck

mid-Marc- h,

Compliments

of

Peoples Bank
of Gambier
Member of F.D.I.C.

the first act. The futility of ever
constraining Lenny, but loving
arousing the ranch hands' scorn him anyway is worked out indContinued from Page

and jealousy. Curly's wife performs more than adequately as a
foil to Lenny in the dual soliloquy scene.
As the play progresses three
general character groupings appear, all in relation to the valid
hope; the indifference, Slim, Carlson and White; the contingent,
Candy and Crook and the protagonists, George and Lenny. As
each character responds to Lenny
and George's plans for a farm
their hope system is partially defined. Each explains the role he
would play in relation to the
farm and explains his
as a purposeful being.
The two central figures present
the only valid hope. Candy and
Cooke are eager to share in it
and the rest are indifferent. Slim,
Whit and Carlson accept the goal,
but they knew that many migrants have cherished the hope
before and failed trying. As the
three criticize the protagonists
hope their hope system is defined
negatively as that of a drifting
work-hanStill Candy and
Crooks jump at sharing in the
farm because they admire the
genuine relationship of Lenny
and George and they feel success
is more probable because of it.
Director Bill Cumming has established these dynamics clearly.
A momentum and development
become evident toward the end of
self-concept-

d.
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behind Farr Hall
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ion

ependently of George. George's
optimism never changes. I suppose love for Lenny and the valid
hope of a farm buoy it, but de
spite events George continues undaunted or unadjusted in his attitude toward both. Perhaps
is heroic of George to maintain
optimism
throughout Lenny's

blunders

but

is

it

realistic?

George admonishes Lenny and
George's attitude remains fixed
while Lenny becomes desperate
One would
and
expect George to emotionally react to Lenny's change and reexamine their goal and the means
to it. Perhaps this is attaching
tion to George's mentality or
Peter Allen didn't relate to
Lenny flexibly enough. Georges
reactions as mercy killer ana
God figure are strongly portrayed
certainly. His voice assumes a
fateful tone and his face contorts
with the shot ending the
is a realistic flow of ac'
tion and movement. The sets are
adequate and the attention to detail, a motif of modern directors
is effectively worked in.
Steinbeck studies the hopes and
fears of improverished people "
a raw existence. They are subjected to realism and the result
is loneliness, repression and disf'
lusionment. The senior thesis
Bill Cumming succeeds in developing these themes.
self-degradin-
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